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Is there a path from Ann to Cat?
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Ann Bob Cat
{2, 3} {4}

{2, 3, 4} {4, 5}{1, 2, 3, 4}

in a snapshot? (TNGP)
x1 * x2 snapshot reducibility
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Ann Bob Cat
{2, 3} {4}

{2, 3, 4} {4, 5}{1, 2, 3, 4}

in a snapshot? (TNGP)
x1 * x2

over time? (journey)
x1 <* x2

snapshot reducibility
+

=
point-based semantics

time as data

Is there a path from Ann to Cat?
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TGraph: evolving property graph
TGraph: evolving property graph



TGraph: evolving property graph
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type=person type=person
school=CMU

T = [2,  5) T = [5,  9)

type=person
school=NYU

Ann

T = [2, 7)
type=co-author

e1
type=co-author

e2

T = [7, 9)T = [1,  7)

type=person
school=NYU

Cat

T = [1,  9)

Bob

XX:6 Principles of Query Languages for Temporal Graphs

I Definition 1. TGraph is a six-tuple G = (V, E, L, fl, ›T , ⁄T ), where190

V is a finite set of nodes (or vertices), E is a finite set of edges, V fl E = ÿ;191

L is a finite set of property labels;192

fl : E æ (V ◊ V ) is a total function that maps an edge to its source and destination193

nodes;194

›T : (V fi E) ◊ �T æ B is a total function that maps a node or an edge, and time point,195

to a Boolean, indicating existence of that node or edge; and196

⁄T : (V fiE)◊L◊�T æ val is a partial function that maps a node or an edge, a property197

label, and a time point, to a property value.198

A valid TGraph conceptually corresponds to a sequence of valid conventional graphs.199

This imposes a condition on ›T that an edge can only exist at a time when both of the200

vertices it connects exist, and a condition on ⁄T that a property can only take on a value at201

a time when the corresponding node or edge exists. Finally, it is required that the property202

set of a node or an edge not be empty whenever the node or edge exists.203

Definition 1 associates graph nodes, edges and attribute values with time points. In [49],204

we use this representation to support operations on temporal graphs under point-based se-205

mantics. Under this semantics, two temporally adjacent value-equivalent facts, such as the206

existence of a vertex or an edge, the assignment of a value to a vertex or edge attribute,207

or the state of the entire graph, represent the same fact. With point-based semantics, for208

reasons of compactness, it is customary to represent temporally adjacent time points by209

intervals over �T ◊ �T . In other words, intervals are used purely as a representation device,210

and their use alone does not add expressive power to the model [18].211

Figure 1 illustrates Definition 1, and uses intervals to represent consecutive time points212

during which no change occurred for a vertex or an edge. Figure 5 gives another example213

of a TGraph, with two occurrences of vertex Alice, and of edge e1, each valid during the214

specified time interval.215

So far we used intervals only as a representation device, for point-based semantics.216

An interval-based representation of a TGraph can also support an alternative semantics,217

called sequenced semantics, where the interval itself carries information [10]. Discriminat-218

ing between these two cases allows us to resolve an important semantic ambiguity: If an219

entity (graph, vertex, edge, or property) exists during two consecutive time points, does220

it represent the same fact or two di�erent facts? Does edge e1 in Figure 1 represent two221

conversations between Alice and John (one at time t2 and the other at t3), or one longer222

conversation?223

The choice of semantics restricts what data the model admits, and impacts how algebraic224

operations are applied [8]. For point-based semantics data must be temporally coalesced: A225

pair of value-equivalent temporally adjacent facts should be stored as a single fact, and this226

property should be maintained through operations. In contrast, for sequenced semantics,227

two facts are considered duplicates only if they share lineage, a property termed change228

preservation [10, 21].229

In [49] we presented our preliminary work on an algebra for temporal graphs under230

point-based semantics, called TGA, for “Temporal Graph Algebra”. We also considered some231

systems challenges for supporting sequenced semantics over temporal graphs in a distributed232

environment in [50]. However, much additional work is required to enable support for a full-233

fledged temporal graph algebra under both point-based and sequenced semantics. We outline234

these challenged in the next section.235

[Moffitt, Stoyanovich, DBPL 2017]



TGraph: evolving property graph
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[Moffitt, Stoyanovich, DBPL 2017]
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TGraph algebra 
TGraph algebra (TGA)



Temporal Graph Algebra (TGA)
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[Moffitt, Stoyanovich, DBPL 2017]

• Operators 

• temporal variants of standard graph operators: union, 
intersection, difference, slice, subgraph, filter, Pregel-style 
analytics 

• novel operator: temporal window-based zoom 

• TGA is compositional 

• Operations maintain model integrity under point-based semantics



Which institutions collaborate?
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Which institutions collaborate?
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temporal attribute-based zoom

type=person type=person
school=CMU

T = [2,  5) T = [5,  9)

type=person
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Ann

T = [2, 7)
type=co-author

e1
type=co-author

e2

T = [7, 9)T = [1,  7)

type=person
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Cat

T = [1,  9)

Bob

NYU

snapshot reducibility



Who is Bob’s BFF?
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Who is Bob’s BFF?
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temporal window-based zoom
window points interval

Q1 1,	2,	3 [1,4)

Q2 4,	5,	6 [4,7)

Q3 7,	8,	9 [7,10)

type=person	
	

type=person	
school=CMU	

T	=	[1,		7)	 T	=	[7,		10)	

type=person	
school=NYU	

Ann	

T	=	[1,	7)	
type=co-author	

e1	
type=co-author	

e2	
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type=person	
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T	=	[1,		10)	

Bob	

window	width=3,	nodes=EXIST,	edges=EXIST,	node	values=first,	edge	values=any	

friend in some snapshot during a given quarter



Who is Bob’s BFF?
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temporal window-based zoom
window points interval

Q1 1,	2,	3 [1,4)

Q2 4,	5,	6 [4,7)

Q3 7,	8,	9 [7,10)

friend in every snapshot during a given quarter

extended snapshot reducibility

type=person	
school=CMU	
T	=	[4,		7)	

type=person	
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Ann	

T	=	[4,	7)	
type=co-author	

e1	

T	=	[1,		7)	

type=person	
school=NYU	

Cat	

T	=	[1,		7)	

Bob	

window	width=3,	nodes=ALL,	edges=ALL,	node	values=last,	edge	values=any	



Where is my bus?
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Most frequent taxi 
route in NYC: Penn 
Station to Grand 
Central 

Why?

NYC TLC data 
07/2015 - 06/ 2016



Where is my bus?
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Midtown to airports: 
LGA is much smaller 
than JFK, but gets far 
more taxi traffic.   

Why?

NYC TLC data 
07/2015 - 06/ 2016



Where is my bus?
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NYC TLC data 
07/2015 - 06/ 2016

• data: pick-up / drop-off time & location, fare, passenger count 
• trips represented as a TGraph 

• nodes represent locations, with latitude / longitude 
coordinates as an attribute; a node exists from the time of the 
first incoming or outgoing trip until the time of the last trip 

• edges represent trips, with duration, fare etc as attributes; an 
edge exists for the duration of the trip
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Portal: implementa5on
Portal: implementation 
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goal: principled and systematics support 
for usable, scalable and extensible 

analysis of evolving graphs
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Portal

Interactive	Shell

Query	Parser

Spark	
Runtime

GraphX
Data	Structures

Worker
Spark	Runtime

HDFS

Worker
Spark	Runtime

HDFS

…

System	
Catalog

SparkSQL

Portal	Runtime	
(optimizer,	operators,	etc)



TGraph: in-memory representations
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[Aghasadeghi, Moffitt, Schelter, Stoyanovich, EDBT 2020]

“Representative Graphs” (snapshot sequence)



TGraph: in-memory representations
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[Aghasadeghi, Moffitt, Schelter, Stoyanovich, EDBT 2020]

“Vertex Edge” (nested relational)

ID	 Attributes	 T	

Ann	 Type=person,	School=NYU	 [1,7)	

Bob	 Type=person	 [2,5)	

Bob	 Type=person,	School=CMU	 [5,9)	

Cat	 Type=person,	School=NYU	 [1,9)	

ID	 V1	 V2	 Attributes	 T	

e1	 Ann	 Bob	 Type=co-author	 [2,7]	

e2	 Bob	 Cat	 Type=co-author	 [7,9)	

Vertices	 Edges	



TGraph: in-memory representations
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type=person type=person
school=CMU

T = [2,  5) T = [5,  9)

type=person
school=NYU

Ann

T = [2, 7)
type=co-author

e1
type=co-author

e2

T = [7, 9)T = [1,  7)
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[Aghasadeghi, Moffitt, Schelter, Stoyanovich, EDBT 2020]

“One Graph” (GraphX graph)

C

A
[2,5)	

•  Type:	Person	

[5,9)	

•  Type:	Person	
•  School:	CMU	

ID:	Bob	
B
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Performance highlights
Performance highlights



Datasets
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[Aghasadeghi, Moffitt, Schelter, Stoyanovich, EDBT 2020]

Cluster	:	16-workers	in-house	cluster			
Workers:	4	cores	and	32	GB	of	RAM

WikiTalk	

Communication	graph	
#	of	nodes:	2.9	M	
#	of	edges:	10.7M	
#	of	intervals:	179	

SNB(LDBC	Social	
Network	Benchmark)	

Friendship	graph	
#	of	nodes:	3.3	M	
#	of		edges:	202	M	
#	of	intervals:	36	

nGrams	

Word	co-occurrence	graph	
#	of	nodes:	48	M	
#	of	edges:	1.32B	
#	of	intervals:	328	



Zoom on nGrams
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[Aghasadeghi, Moffitt, Schelter, Stoyanovich, EDBT 2020]

Cluster	:	16-workers	in-house	cluster			
Workers:	4	cores	and	32	GB	of	RAM
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Wrapping up
Wrapping up



Ongoing work

• TGA / Portal  

• Declarative language, query optimization 

• Data generation, benchmarking 

• Applications: socioeconomic studies 

• Journeys, temporal regular path queries: 
semantics, complexity of evaluation, 
implementation 
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Take-aways

• TGraph: a logical model of property graphs with 
time 

• TGA: a compositional temporal graph algebra 
under point semantics 

• Portal: a library on top of Apache Spark, inter-
operable with SparkSQL and other libraries 

• Performs well on billion-edge graphs with 
interesting evolution patterns 

• NYC Taxi use case, working on others

 28
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Wrapping up
Thank you!

Vera Moffitt Amir Aghasadeghi

Sebastian Schelter

[CAREER] Querying 
evolving graphs, 
03/2018-
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Back-up



aZoom (“One Graph”)
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[Aghasadeghi, Moffitt, Schelter, Stoyanovich, EDBT 2020]

Bob
type = person

f_s()

MIT
type = person
School = MIT

CMU

MIT
type = person
School = MIT

type = person
School = CMU group f_agg

type = person
School = CMU

Bob
type = person

Bob
type = person
School = CMU

Split 

Ann
type = person
School = MIT

T=[1,7] Ann
type = person
School = MIT

T=[1,7] 

Cat
type = person
School = MIT

T=[1,9] 

{ id: Ann,  {T=[1,7], type = person , school = MIT}}
{ id: Bob,  {T = [2,5], type = person},  {T = [5,9] , type = person, 
school = CMU}}
{ id: Cat ,  {T=[7,9], type = person , school = MIT}}

T=[2,5] T=[5,9] 

T=[2,5] T=[5,9] 

Cat
type = person
School = MIT

T=[1,9] 

T=[1,7] 

T=[5,9] 

T=[1,9] 

{type = person School = CMU} 

T=[5,9] 

CMU
type = school

count = 2
T=[5,9] 

MIT

T=[1,7] T=[7,9] 

type = school
count = 2

type = school
count = 1

{type = person School = MIT} ,
{type = person  School = MIT

{type = person School = MIT} 

T=[1,7] 

T=[7,9] 

M
IT

CM
U



wZoom (“Vertex Edge”)
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[Aghasadeghi, Moffitt, Schelter, Stoyanovich, EDBT 2020]

v	 a	 T	

Bob	 {	}	 2,3,4	

Bob	 {	s=CMU	}	 5,6,7,

8	

v	 a	 T	

Bob	 {	}	 [1,	4]	

Bob	 {	}	 [4,	7)	

Bob	 {	s=CMU	}	 [4,7)		

Bob	 {	s=CMU	}	 [7,	10)	

v	 a	 T	 r_v	

Bob	 [	{	}	]	 [1,	4)			 0.66	

Bob	
[	{	},	

{	s=CMU	}	]	
[4,	7)	:		 1.0	

Bob	 [{	s=CMU	}]	 [7,	10)	 0.33	

v	 a	 T	

Bob	 {	s=CMU	}	 [4,	7)	

Align	with	window	

1,	2,	3	�	[1,4)	

4,	5,	6	�	[4,7)	

7,	8,	9	�	[7,10)	

Group	by	

Id,	

interval	

Filter	by	

r_v	

Resolve:	

last	



wZoom (“Vertex Edge”)
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[Aghasadeghi, Moffitt, Schelter, Stoyanovich, EDBT 2020]


